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Student Senate votes against Taco Bell resolution
agreement. The resolution has
.been in committee for almost
Newe Editor
three months.
President Kustra told senators
In last Tuesday's ASBSU senthat people are free to disagree in
ate meeting students, faculty and
administrators revisited the mer- a democratic society. "I think we
are in the midst of a healthy deits of the $4 million deal between
bate," said Kustra.
BSU and a local Taco Bell franchiHe outlined his concern that
see and the subsequent renaming
the ASBSUresolution may cool fuofthe Pavilion to Taco Bell Arena.
ture donors' desires to give to the
The Senate voted against
the resolution (9-5-1) that con- university. According to Kustra,
demned the contract and asjed- breaking the contract could do
more harm than good. "I have alPresident Kustra to terminate the
BY MoNICR
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ready taken a lot of grief [from donors forJ what the Faculty Senate
did."
The Faculty Senate passed a bill
in late October asking Kustra to
dissolve the contract with Taco
Bell and restore the arena's name
to The Pavilion.
According to Kustra, the university receives almost one-third
of its operating expenses from
outside sources.
Kustra said he understands
that some students don't want to
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graduate in the Taco Bell Arena
and that spring graduation will
be held in the Bronco Stadium.
He also said he would like to
work with the Faculty Senate and
Student Senate to create renaming procedures to make sure everyone gets a voice in the matter
next time.
The resolution was defeated
with nine votes against, five votes
for, and one abstention ..

MICHRUo
News Editor

"Remember to love, remember
to prevent, and remember those
we have lost" wrote a visitor after
viewing the AIDS Memorial Quilt
that was put together to do just
that. Four panels of the quilt are
currently on display in the SUB
Hatch Ballroom.
Although these squares are
just a few of many, they.contaln
the spirit of .the quilt. According
to a sign next to one of the large
panels, this is "a memorial, a tool
for education and a work of art,
the Quilt is a
"These were unique creation, an unall people. common
and
People who uplifting reto a
thought they sponse
tragic loss of
were beyond human life."
the reach of The quilt is
made up of
. HIU. People three-foot by
With Iamihes. six-foot memorial panPeople that els, each of
made one which comrates ,
Innocent memo
the life of
mIStake. someonewhu
Learn from has died of
AIDS. When.
them. Don't the whole
was
let their quilt
displayed for
saCrifice be the first time
In uarn." in 1985 it included 1,920
panels and was bigger than a
football field. Today, as the largest
ongoing community art project in
the world, the quilt is made up of
more than 44,000 panels from 28
countries.
Autumn Haynes, the student
activities coordinator at BSU,
worked hard to bring parts of
the quilt to campus as part of
Sexual Health Awareness Week
and World AIDS Day. She hopes
that this week will help students
understand their status and how
this disease affects everyone.
One out or rour RIDSqUills dlsple~ed In ths Hetch Bellroom, These quilts. along
"We are all at risk for mv infecto
commemorete loued ones who heue died rrom AIDS.
tion.if we don't take care of ourselves and educate ourselves,"
Others offered advice, "No
"We need to remember not only
said Haynes who also believes
glove.
No love. Use a condom evevery individual infected, but rethat it Is important to remember
ery partner, every time and have
.
member
their
mothers,
their
fapeoplewho have died of AIDS or
fun."
thers, their spouses, their grandwho are currently infected.
Another response read, "These
parents,
their
friends,
and
every
Visitorsto the quilt are able to
were all people. People who
other
person
they
ever
interacted
put their thoughts to words on a
thought they were beyond the
signature square where they can with. We need compassion and
reach ofHIV. People with families.
understanding,
not
judgment
and
write their thoughts and reactions
People that made one innocent
condemnation.
Support
and
love
on the quilt and mV/AIDS. Some
mistake. Learn from them. Don't
one another regardless."
people wrote personal responses,

oftb
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Sports Editor

The liberty bell finally rang for
the Broncos.
Thesday
afternoon
head
coach Dan Hawkins and the
Boise State football accepted the
invitation to play in the 46th annual Liberty Bowl on New Year's
Eve in Memphis, Tennessee. The
game will see a matchup of the
two highest scoring offenses in
the nation, as the Conference.
USA 'champions
Louisville
Carndinals will compete versus
the Broncos.
"I think this is an outstanding match," Hawkins said. "We
wanted to play the best possible
team we could play."
The 8th ranked Cardinals
arc the nation's leader in scor-

Ing this season, barely edging
out 10th ranked Broncos 49.8 to
49.73. The two teams are also
the top two total offense leaders
this season.
Hawkins accepted the Invitation in from of media and fans
at the Hall of Fame which was
broadcasted via telephone to the
executive staff of the Autozone
officials in Memphis.
The game will be televised on
ESPN on Dec. 31 at 1:30 p.m, 10Sue Bowl [page 3J

Muslim students face
challenges post-9fll
BY MRRY

GRRCE

can give you a hard time."
She says the actions of a few
extremists out of more than one
billion Muslims worldwide have
limited the ability of MuslimAmericans to live as they did
before the attacks. "[Osama bin
Laden] just used Islam to get
what he wanted. He's an extremist using religion to acquire political gains."
Mesmarian says as a student
in Boise, post 9/11 changes in
attitude are hard to ignore and
the local Muslim community
has had to adiust to an increase
in law enforcement inquiries.
"We're all more careful now."
In early October, local community organizations spoke out
against the volunteer interview
programs with local lawenforcement, reports idaho.indymedia.org. The American Civil
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News Writer
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let their sacrifice be in vain."
The quilt will be available for
viewing until Friday, Dec. 3 between 8 a.m, to 6 p.m. in the Hatch
Ballroom.
For further information about
the AIDS Memorial Quilt visit
www.aidsquilt.org.

Boise State's, Muslim Student
Association Chapter President
Maryam Mesmarian is speaking up about Muslim student life
and concerns, trying to counter
what she sees as cultural misconceptions.
During the month-long eelebration of Ramadan, the BSU
chapter of the MSA operated
a booth in the Student Union
building to increase cultural
awareness and start a dialogue.
"I encourage people to talk to
us," says Mesmarian. She says
at times she can feel different
or disconnected from students
who aren't of Middle-Eastern
descent. "When you have a different culture, or a disability, or
you're just not normal, people

See Muslim
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Cultural Center provides free mentoring to college freshmen
BY RRCHEL

PEREZ

News Writer

Throughout the semester, the
Cultural Center has been testing
out a new mentoring program for
first e:eneratlon college students,
where ten upperclassmen mentors are paired with ten freshmen.
"The Intent of the program Is to
place students with a mentor who
are well connected on campus,
with organizations, and events,
have good leadership qualities,
and have good academic stand-

ing," said Vince Moreno, the
Cultural Center intern/mentor
coordinator.
Moreno chose this fall semester
as a test run to see how the mentor program would work. Moreno
said there Is not much he would
change -iihuut the prcg!em. for.
next semester, except to expand
the program.
'
"I learned that it can be difficult to get'everyone together because of their different schedules
and because this Is a commuter
school," said Moreno. "Next semester I want to try to adjust to
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their schedules and their needs."
The
mentored
freshmen
range in ages and backgrounds.
According to Moreno, some students have families at home,' oth-

longer lasting friendship. Mentors
ers must commute to school, and
must have a GPAof at least 2.0.
some are busy with full time jobs.
The mentors get together once
"About four or five students live
a week with their students to stay
on campus," said Moreno, "so the
in touch and work on homework
mentors work to get them involved
or iusi to talk. All mentors and
with the campus community."
students meet together once a
.Most mentors are Involved with
month.: .Occassionally Moreno
..i>rganizations on campus such as VviHtring. in :;yQ Ir~,,!! !Q. prl'-~ent
'the Greek
O~LA.."'
different topics to the freshmen
'~Abig part of success for a freshsuch as the last speaker who spoke
men is to get involved right away," on time management skills.
said Moreno.
"
"Dec. 14 we are going to meet
A full year commitment is
In the Cultural Center and have
promised from the mentors,
food, board games. study session,
which creates time for the menand just get together and hang out
tor
and
the
mentored
to
develop
a
.

system or

t :'..

C
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before finals," said Moreno.
Moreno said the mentor program he was involved in as freshmen was very beneficial. ,
"The program allowed me opportunities to gain and develop
skills that I am still applying today
as a graduate student. I was able
. to develop leadllrship and facilitatiOli skills, grouppib1lIemsoivlrig
skills as well as public speaking
skills," said Moreno. '

Raid on Baghdad
mosque uncovers
workshop to make car
bombs
BAGHDAD,Iraq - A mosque raided
by security forces in southern Baghdad
contained a workshop to rig suicide
car bombs, with seven vehicles ready
for terror attacks, an Iraqi Defense'
Ministry official said.
'
Car bombings and remote-controlled
roadside blasts have become routine in
the Iraqi capital in recent weeks, including a blast Sunday that wounded
two U.S. soldiers.
National Guard forces raided the
Sunni Muslim AI-YassenMosque in the
southern Baghdad area ofAbu Dshir on
Saturday, said Gen. Saleh Sarhan ofthe
Defense Ministry. In addition to seven
cars pre-rigged with explosives, the
guardsmen found 30 rocket-propelled
grenades, high-powered rifles, mortars
and remote control detonators, Sarhan
said.
"The National Guard arrested the
imam (religious leader) of the mosque,"
Sarhan said, and detained an additional 18 people suspected of involvement
in the car bombings.
Anti-U.S. insurgents used some 60
mosques in the city of Fallujah, west of
Baghdad, to stockpile weapons and provide cover during a U.S.-led offensive
against the city earlier this month, the
U.S. military says. One of the mosques
was described as a general arms depot
capable of equipping insurgents across
much ofIraq.

Groups struggie to send
packages overseas
MILWAUKEE- As kindhearted and
patriotic supporters of U.S. troops are
learning, generosity has its price. The
cost is about a buck a pound.
Business firms, hospitals, schools
and police arc among those who have
experienced the sticker shock of sending packages to soldiers in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
And, as in any mission, those who
plan ahead tend to suffer the fewest ca-

sualties.
Campaigns that have worked hard
for cash donations to ship the gathered
goods are reaching their goals, while
others that lackmoney have become
bogged down, with donated supplies
sitting in storage ..
Dennis Mehring, public information officer for the 440th Airlift Wing
in Milwaukee, said he gets at least two
calls daily from groups that have collected goods and want to know if the
unit's cargo planes can haul their packages to the troops for free.
The Airlift Wing transports troops
and supplies to bases throughout
the world, tncludlng the Arabian war
zones.
"There's not a lot we can do for them,"
he said. "Federal law does not allow us
to take these goods overseas. It's con.sidered unfair competition with civilian carriers. And we simply don't have
the room in our planes."

Hurricane center weighs.
changes in how it
depicts storm track
FORT U\UDERDALE, Fla. - Instead
of the skinny black line, showing a hurricane's forecast track, forecasters have
drafted a couple of alternative graphics to depict where the storms might go
and they want your opinion.
Three options are to be posted on the
National Hurricane Center's Web site
www.nhc.noaa.gov within the next few
weeks, and the public will be invited to
comment.
One option shows only the cone of
uncertainty and dots, marking a storm's
forecast position over a five-day period.
Another: Circles within the cone of un ..
certainty, illustrating potential strike
zones for given time periods.
The third option: keep the line as is.
The hurricane center's graphics are
seen by millions of residents either on
its Web site, on televisioh or in newspapers.
With hurricane season drawing to
close, officials arc considering a change
because too many people trusted the
black line when Hurricane Charley lnltia~ly aimed toward Tampa but made
an unexpected turn into Punta Gorda
in August.

Many residents focused on the line's
landfall position and were caught off
guard, said Scott Kiser,. tropical cyclone manager at the National Weather
Service headquarters in Silver Spring,
Md.
Forecasters would prefer residents
pay close attention to the cone of uncertainty, which shows a much broader
potential strike area.

Retailers integrate
Internet, brick-andmortar locations

Coffee House Concert
Series Featuring "Story

HiIr'
With music sounding like a cross
between the Indigo Girls and Simon
& Garfunkel, "Story Hill" will perform
in the Student Union Building's Brava!
, Stage tonight, Thursday Dec. 2, at 5
p.m. Admission is free to the public.
Call 426-1242 for more information.

DETROIT - This holiday season,
shoppers will find there's more to buying online than punching in your credit-card number and waiting for that
new sweater to land on your doorstep.
Retailers are building connections
between their Web sites and stores by
pointing online customers to brickand-mortar stores and giving offline
customers more reasons to log on to
their Web sites.
The connections come in the form
of e-mail alerts about sales and inventory updates and coupons on Web sites.
Some Web sites allow' shoppers to buy
or reserve an item online and pick it up
at a store, often on the same day. Some
have installed kiosks in stores for shoppers who want to browse the company's Web site.
"Consumers want to be able to buy
when they want, where they want and
how they want," said Craig Stevenson,
marketing manager for IBM Corp.'s ecommerce products and services.
While online shopping isn't growing
at record rates, retail analysts expect
Internet buying to rise about 20 percent
this year.
In an America Online survey of 6,250
Internet users, respondents plan to
'spend an average of $295 online during the holidays, a jump from $277 last
year.
According to a National Retail
Federation shopper survey, 38 percent
of shoppers say they will buy holiday
items online.
U.S. shoppers are expected to spend
$21.6 billion online this holiday season, a 19 percent increase from 2003,
- JupiterResearch reports.

Free HIV testing in the
SUB
As part of HlV &. AIDS Awareness
Week in the SUB, needle-free HIV testing will be provided today, Dec, 2, and
tomorrow, Dec. 3, from 9 a.rn. to 3 p.m.
in the Student Union Building. Look
for the sign-up booth across from the
Information Desk. Students can also
receive free information about safer
sex and condoms.

Outstanding faculty
member nomination
forms
Nominate your outstanding faculty
members today. Forms available at the
ASBSU Student Government office, or
online: www.ASBSU.org. Completed
forms are due Friday, Dec. 10by 5 p.m.
The Faculty Recognition Reception
will be held on Thursday, Jan. 27 at
4:45 p.m. in the Jordan D Ballroom.

The Falla Guitar Trio
These dynamic artists have recieved
worldwide recognition for their superb
performances of classical repertoire,
their revelatory jazz improvisations,
and for their innovative programs
ranging from Bach to Bernstein to the
blues and beyond, Season tickets will
be available in June, Contact Select-aSeat at 426-1496.

Ihope I didn't make a

bad impression
Aman got drunk and went to the state
police headquarters in Washington to
apply for a job as a trooper.
Not only was his request denied, but
when he got into his car to leave, he was .
arrested for drunk driving.

Next time, steal Mr. Nice
Guy
Thieves stole an alligator from the
Australian Reptile Park in Somersby,
but soon freed the beast when he apparently proved himself too difficult
for them to handle.
. They should have realized that the
animal was moody and nasty from
the name the zoo had given him: Mr.
Cranky Pants.
.

That's it! You've gone
too far!
The attorney for a woman accused of
passing bad checks in Illinois dropped
her as a client after she paid him with a
bad check.

When you're wanted,

stay low
Awoman, driving down an Evansville,
lnd., highway, made an obscene gesture
to the driver of a sports utility vehicle
as she passed him. He turned out to be
a sheriff, who responded by running a
routine check on her license plate.
The woman had several outstanding
warrants for her arrest.

Sigh, I feel so alone
When the circus came to town, officials in Santa Fe, Argentina ruled that
a local ordinance barred the elephant
from entering the city.
The beast had to be separated from
the other animals in the troupe and
held elsewhere. The elephant was so
upset at this that it had to be treated for
depression.

SHOWS COMING SOON
TO THE BIG EASY
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Culinary Arts: good eats, good prices
meals at an affordable price by
visiting the Center of Culinary
Speclel to The Arbiter
Arts Thesdays through Thursdays
Vern Hickman, a professor at from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. The
center's menu includes soups,
the Culinary Arts Center, thinks
many students at BSU like to salads, entrees, sandwiches and
get their money's worth when it "gourmet to go" meals, all priced
comes to food. However, many between $1 and $10.50. Students
and staff can enjoy anything on
students and faculty are unaware they can get quality foods the menu from "house-made"
for nearly half the price they pay soups, smoked chicken focaccia
at. restaurants in the SUB and sandwiches or a heart of romaine
salad.
. throughout campus.
"The food here is very affordStudents andJaculty can enjoy
BY LIZ HALE
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going home."
This fear may stem from nationally broadcast incidents of
Muslim incarceration and deportation. University of Idaho
graduate student Sami Omar
AI-Hussayen was arrested in
February of 2003 for alleged visa
fraud and web and tinancial assistance to possible terrorist organizations. The arrest and trial
were widely publicized.
AI-Hussayen's fellow members
of the U of I chapter of Muslim
Student Association were also interrogated by the FBI in the days
following his arrest according to
the Wall Street Journal.
While Al-Hussayen was later
acquitted, Mesmarian says the
trial might be a blow to the BSU
Muslim student community. She
says cases like AI-Hussayen's can
further the negative stereotypes
of Middle-Eastern
students.
"We're just like all the other students," she says.
But by the numbers, the recent
headlines have not affected the
numbers of Middle-Eastern students at BSU.
BSU International Programs
says Middle-Eastern student enrollment is now more then it was
prior to Sept. 11. International
Programs also says it has good
relationships with two Saudi or-

Liberties Union Web site details
the interviews, noting. they involve personal questions as well
as ,more general questioning
about any anti-American sentiment heard by the interviewee.
The ACLUsays coercion may not
be overt. but could be implied
and the divisive nature of the
program may do more harm than
. good.
Supervisor of the local FBI office Dominic Venturi says that
racial profiling is not the method
of his office. "Webasically look at
information based on behavior.
We don't single people out based
on their religious affiliation."
Venturi says he is appreciative
of the cooperation he finds in
most Boise citizens and the types
of interviews he has undertaken
are with people from all walks of
life.' He also points out the office
does not track the race or creed
of those who he interviews. "I
don't keep track of Muslim, nonMuslim. We don't keep those
kind of stats,'
.
BSU Professor in the College of
Social Sciences and Public Affairs
Bill Whitaker attended the press
conference as a member of, the
Idaho Peace Coalition. He says
the host of the conference, the
Idaho Interfaith Alliance, signedup community members to be silent witnesses to interviews with
local law enforcement. He says he
feels that witnesses may be need'. ed especially for local Muslims
and non-citizens who may feel
vulnerable, citing the growing
population of Muslim Bosnian
immigrants. "There's a real concern. [The interviewees were]
treated in some way as though
they were a threat."
Mesmarian also cites concerned friends who she believes
are reticent to travel to their
home countries for fear of not
being able to re-enter the United
States. "Saudi students stopped

able due to it being prepared by
Culinary Arts students. They benefit by learning to prepare these
different kinds of foods and they
also learn to ration the profits
that come selling food at the right
price." Hickman said.
The menu is not limited at all,
as each semester a guest chef is
invited for four weeks. Eli White
served as guest chef Oct. 20
through Nov. 12. White taught
students to prepare dishes such
as Cajun seared pork loin, pista-

ganizations that recruit students
for overseas study in the U.S.
But the Tampa Tribune reports
that host families are becoming
less receptive to Middle-Eastern
students in the past few years.
On the flipside, the Christian
Science Monitor reports US students are increasingly applying
for study in Northern Africa and
the Middle East. CSM attributes
this new trend to the desire of
American students to gain a better understanding of the cultural
differences between primarily
Christian and Islamic nations.
In the meantime, Mesmarlan
says she is happy being in Boise,
where incidences of racial profiling are rarely reported. She does
note that she feels she could be
singled out based on her race by
law enforcement or even fellow
students. "People have the idea
that we're a very violent people
.with a violent history."
Mesmarian says ultimately,
she wants people to do their own
research and look beyond what
she sees as ill-founded news cov- .
,grage."All you see on the news is
Palestinians being blown up, or
Iraqis attacking American soldiers, or Osama saying 'you deserve this.' Just because you see it
on T.V.,doesn't mean it's Islam."

chio crusted salmon and Alaskan
Halibut to name a few.
In the past, the guest chef list
has consisted of chefs like David
Knickrehm, owner of Asiago's
Italian Restaurant.
and Jon
Mortimer, owner of Mortimer's
Restaurant.
Dishes prepared by chefs and
students can be purchased in the
dining lounge of the Culinary Arts
Center, Hickman said.
Catering services are also available to anyone interested. "Due
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cally.
The Broncos will be playing
in their fifth bowl game in the
past six seasons. including
the lone matchup versus the
two schools. They met during the 1999 Humanitarian
Bowl, as the Broncos edged
Louisville 34-31.
The Cardinals are currently
9-1 overall in the season, and

to students holding jobs outside
of school, catering is limited only
during school time," Hickman
said.
The Culinary Arts Center features the Deli, a casual place
where one can simply relax and
socialize. The Deli offers a "hot
special," a bakery and desserts for
all tastes and budgets. The dining
room has a more formal-like environment, giving it a "real" restaurant feel and making it the perfect
place to have a home-made din-

finish their regular season
versus Tulare on Saturday.
"It's an honor to play such a
good team like them:' senior
All-WACmember Andy Avalos
said. "Weare defineatly going
to have our hands full."
This will be the Broncos
first trip to the Autozone
Liberty Bowl, but it will be the
fourth for the Cardinals who
most recently defeated BYU
in 2001by a score of 28-10.
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The Culinary Arts Center
strives to give customers their .
money's worth along with excellent customer service from the
chef apprentices. For more information, e-mail Hickman at
vhickman@boisestate.edu or call
426-4199 to place your "gourmet
to-go" meal order.

MPC BOWL RNNOUNCES TEAMS
The MPC Computers Bowl officials
announced Tuesday that they landed 18'11 ranked Virginia to play in the
Dec. 27 contest at Bronco Stadium. On
Wednesday, executive director Gary
Beck announced that Boise State WAC
rival Fresno State accepted their invitation.
The matchupbetween the two topquality programs poses to be one of
the best in the eight-year history ofthe
bowl,
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Try
one such Vietnam Vets session,
was a set of ideas on how critical
this election was to be, not only
in the context of the war on terWell, I find the front-page
article in The Arbiter not only rorism, but the future course of
our country.
quite interesting, but blatantly
Needless to say, those of
partisan. I denied to the Arbiter
reporter who called me, and I us who had multiple tours in
Vietnam, and were labeled "killcontinue to deny, any incidence
ers and rapists" by the congresof plagiarism.
.
sional testimony of Senator
What takes place in chat rooms
on the Internet, as anyone will Kerry, have been upset for years
acknowledge, is wild and free at this man. And to let him then
exchange of ideas. What was go on and on about his 4-month
discussed, at great length, in tour as being so noteworthy as
BY THOMRS J. WOOORLl
Guest Opinion
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pnnents. I understand, and I got
nitely wanted to express these
to also certify him to be comthis off the Internet, there are
mander in chief put most of us thoughts, And, since most of people (Americans) out there
us had lived and worked in forover the edge in disbelief.
crying all day and having to go
eign countries for significant
'Now, these chat rooms proto psychiatrists because of their
portions of our lives concluded
duce piles of text and prose that
great pain.
that that fact would add to these
circulate over and over. I can
Come on people, get over it.
thoughts
and
give
them
more
readily see how someone's text,
This is the USA and the constisuch as mentioned here as be- credence - which apparently it tution rules. There will be andid for the editor of the Arbiter.
ing from a professor Manweller,
other election in two years and a
But, once the election was
is passed on from person to perpresidential election in another
won by those not supported
son without what could be confour years. Neither the world,
by the Arbiter, it appears they
sidered proper citation. In this
nor the U.S., will come to an
specific instance, yes, we who jumped on the bandwagon of end because a conservative was
the severely wounded, and are
had received some portion of
elected president of the U.S.A.!
what appears to be his text, defi- now trying to discredit their op-
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(Well, I'm not too sure about the
world, but I am sure about the
U.S.A.)
So, bottom line, I explained
to the Arbiter person who called
how this happened, I do not
condone plagiarism nor use it.
Arbiter: try to harass someone
else - and get over the election
results.

_Thomas ,. Woodall is a visiting
assistant professor ill tIle College
of Engineering.
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Woodall should be held accountable
DERR EDITOR:
After reading the article "Visiting
professor accused of plagiarism" in
the November 29 edition of the Arbiter
I was shocked and confused to hear of
a professor caught for plagiarizing. It
has been my thought that any credited
university, like Boise State, has certain
standards that students and faculty are
required to adhere to. In all my years of
schooling I have consistently been told
to give proper credit when needed. This
rule has been given even when discussing web sources.
In not punishing this professor for
not following the same standards his
colleagues, but more importantly his
students follow, what message is Boise
State trying to send? Does this university subscribe to the credo of, "Do as I
say, not as I do?" Yes,the professor's article was published in an independent
paper. I don't see how that should make
any difference. No matter where this
plagiarism happened this professor is
suppose to set an example for others to
follow. He is supposed to be a role model for students to follow. .
In having a professor that thinks it is'
fine to assume credit for another's work
and then not be punished for doing so,
it lowers the credibility of everyone associated with this university. That goes
for faculty and students alike. '
Jason Fewkes

DERR EDITOR:
After reading that BSU will not take
action against Thomas J. Woodall for
plagiarizing, I was left to question the
credibility of this university as an educational institute. Woodall admitted
to plagiarizing his Oct. 28 Letter to the
Editor- he took Mathew Manweller's
intellectual property and unrightfully claimed it as his own, yet Sona
Andrews, despite acknowledging that,
" Plagiarism, regardless of who does
it, is something that is not condoned
at theinstitution," will not take action
against him. Plagiarism is plagiarism

regardless of whether it is taken from
a book or the Internet- especially if the
Internet information is cited, as was
the editorial piece by Manweller that
Woodall took. Taking someone else's
intellectual property is something that
should not be taken lightly - especially
in a university. This university's refusal
to assume responsibility for taking action against Thomas J. Woodall is sending the message to students that plagiarism is not a big deal and does not
warrant a severe punishment, when in
fact it should - and perhaps even more
so for a professor who is supposed to
uphold a university's intellectual atmosphere. Ifplagiarism is unpunished,
as it is in this case, it detrimentally promotes the regurgitation of knowledge.
It we are not forced to think of our own
ideas, how is intellectual progression
possible?
.

courage this behavior. If all students
follow in Woodall's footsteps, copying
articles from the Internet and using
them as their own work, they would
never be forced to think for themselves,
nor have original thoughts.
As a professor, Woodall is a role
model to students and should act accordingly. There should be some sort
of consequence for his actions since
he deliberately went against university
policy, and the provost above all should
recognize this. There is something
wrong with a professor not being held
to the same standards that students are
held to.
Stacey Taylor

DERR EDITOR:

I think it is an absolute shame that
visiting professor Thomas J. Woodall
is not being held accountable for his
Tamara Parten
plagiaristic actions. Sona Andrews
is the provost and the vice president
DERR EDITOR:
of academics affairs for Boise State
University. She said that there would be
I am writing in response to the "Visiting
no actions taken against Mr. Woodall,
professor accused of plagiarism" artieven though she also said that plagiacle featured in the Monday November
rism is not condoned at IlSU no matter
29,2004 issue ofThe Arbiter. I was outwho does it. By not owning up to the
raged not only at the fact that the promistake that he made Mr. Woodall's
fessor himself plagiarized, but also at
credibility took a huge hit, and by Boise
the fact that the provost did not issue
State not taking any disciplinary acany consequences for his actions. What
tions against Mr. Woodall its credibiltype of example does this set for uniity is also in jeopardy. Mr. Woodall beversity students?
lieves that if you take something offthe
The student handbook clearly deInternet then it is all "free and clear,"
fines what behavior constitutes plagiameaning that you don't need to show
rism and considers it a serious offense.
any sources for the material you have.
If I am not mistaken, the university
If that was the case then why don't stualso has strict guidelines concerning
dents just get all of their papers off of
plagiarism. Boise State University stuthe Internet and claim them as their
dents can be expelled if they are caught
own? If plagiarism is not condoned at
plagiarizing material from other sourcBoise State, no matter who does it, then
es, including the Internet.
Sona Andrews needs to do what is right
Since when is material posted on
and take some sort of disciplinary acthe Internet free game? Woodall was
tion against Mr. Woodall. Mr. Woodall's
quoted in the article as saying "If you
credibility is already shattered, maybe
take information off the Internet, it's
Boise State should do something to
free and clear." If this were the case,
save theirs.
students too could plagiarize other
sources in order to gather informaAbe Jackson
tion for papers without consequence.

DERR EDITOR:
Steve Clay's letter to the editor (11/29)
broadly (and strangely) claimed that
"voters understand media bias and political advertising and extremist rhetoric: While facts do not support this and
most of his other statements, it seems _
that he himself does not understand the'
rhetoric ofthe system. iiS he managed to
repeat common myths throughout his
short article.

that more people voted against this administration than any other in history,
and for an incumbent, it was the lowest
margin of victory since Truman.
His most disturbing statement, however, was that the voters "stated clearly:
Democrats, you do not reflect my
views." So let us say, for example, I went
into a classroom of exactiy iuu peopl€
and asked: "Is Steve Clay intelligent?" If

• .
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In response to "Visiting Professor
Accused of Plagiarism," I am shocked
that someone can acquire his professorship without knowing what is and
what is not plagiarism. The article
stated that Woodall (the accused) did
not view stealing someone else's written work and stating it as his own as
plagiarism because he copied it off
the Internet. First of all, if I did not cite
the information I utilized' from the
Internet in an assignment, I would be
expelled from school. Secondly, the article he copied was first published in
a newspaper in which the author was
clearly identified. The provost claims
that nothing can be done to punish
the professor because The Arbiter is
independent of Boise State University.
However, if nothing is done about his
misconduct, we as students are left to
question how ethical we have to be in
the light of our professor's dishonest
conduct.

Casey Burkett

DERR EDITOR:

Brianna Travis

DERR EDITOR:
I feel the arrogance of visiting assistant professor Thomas J. Woodall truly
sullies BSU as an institution. Realizing
though, that BSU's administration is of
the Taco Bell sort, I hardly expect to see
any meaningful action taken against
Woodall for his flagrant act of plagiarism. As disconcerting as this may be,
I think we, as a student body, should
demand from professor Woodall a letter of apology. It seems blatantly obvious to me that plagiarism concerns the
matter of disguising another's work as
your own, whether retrieved from the
Internet or not. The fact that Woodall
either didn't bother to cite his source
or didn't take the time to discover who
the original author was, only proves his
laziness and pomposity.
If we simply allow this matter to be
forgotten, what else are' we willing to
tolerate? Woodall isn't just some Joenobody; he's an educator-a figure in-

I have no strong opinion either way
regarding the purported plagiarism of
Professor Woodall, since I don't have
enough information and am not involved. I do understand that things get
· passed around the Internet and that
proper attribution does not always accompany the text, so it is possible that
Professor Woodall found the text without attribution.
However, it is important that you
pass on to both the professor and the
students who read The Arbiter that he
is very incorrect when he says "If you
take information off the Internet, it's
free and clear". As I'm sure you journal.
ists understand, all creative works in all
media are automatically copyrighted
in the act of creation. No matter where
Professor Woodall copied the text from,
it is not his to claim as his own, and at. tribution should have been made. It is
certainly not appropriate for a professor to' set an example of this type for
students. I trust that this correction to
his erroneous statement will remind
others of the copyright laws that all are
obligated to follow.
Dan Lester, Network Information
Coordinator, Albertson's Library

However, most professors strongly dis-

He seems to feel that the Republican
victory, a victory of 51 percent, was a
statement-of "great clarity" by the electorate. It's important to keep in mind

PolitiCS IS dirty business

stilled with our trust. He holds great responsibility and should be ever mindful of that fact. I hope that professor
Woodall can see past his ego and show
some accountability for his actions. I,
personally, would have a renewed tespect for any person in Woodall's position that could overcome what is surely
quite an academic embarrassment and
live up to his duty as an educator.
Ultimately the choice is professor
Woodall's. As a student who hopes to
one day teach, I certainly will learn a
lesson from his actions even if he will
not. If professor Woodall has any respect for his profession or his students
undoubtedly he will reply only with an
act of contrition.

DERR EDITOR:
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49 of these people said no, does he then

assume that he is "clearly intelligent?"
Should Steve leave the classroom feeling that people think he is smart?
Steve's quote that there is "wisdom in
the voting public" was also questionable. For instance, PIPA's (Program on
International Policy
Attitudes) latest work found that four
out of 10 Americans still don't realize
Iraq had no WMDs. 52 percent believe
Iraq was providing substantial support
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These were some of the basic issues

EDITORS

MOniCII Prlcs

of the campaign, and the voters didn't
seem to grasp them. It should be noted
that most- of these false views are held
by Republicans. (www.PIPA.orgl
On a final note, Steve ponders if
Democrats can figure out how they lost.
Ahundred people can name a thousand
reasons why they lost - but here is my
idea why: politics is a dirty business and
the Republicans are very, very good at
it. That doesn't mean they are better at
running the country though.
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Salazar column
DERR EDITOR:
That was a very strange article by
Aubrey Salazar. I don't think it would
be out of the question if someone at the
newspaper could help her seek counseling.

John Martln
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-Six Broncos· earn first-team WAC honors
Hawkins named

coach of the year
BY TREUOR
HORN
Sports Edlto~

"It's a slap in the face," Boise
State senior linebacker Andy
Avalos said regarding only six
players on the Broncos squad
earning All-WACfirst-team selection on Tuesday.
. Three others made the second
team, along with head coach Dan
,Hawkins earning WAC Coach of
the Year honors for the second
time in the last three seasons.
! "It's a reflection of [the players]
and our staff," Hawkins said.
,. Avalos leads the Broncos selections with his second straight
first-team nomination. The preseason WAC Player of the Year
led the Broncos 'with 77 tackles. Avalos joins Quintin Mikell,

Brock Forsey and Ryan Dinwiddie
as the only four Broncos in school
history who have. been selected
to back-to-back first-team selections.
Abit of a disappointment for the
Broncos was seeing only two players from the offensive side make
first-team selection. Only senior
receiver T.J. Acree and junior offensive lineman Daryn Colledge
made the first-team.
An offense that currently ranks
second in the nation in both scoring and total offense, the representation doesn't seem to coincide
with the numbers the Broncos put
up this season.
Senior
offensive
lineman
Klayton . Adams, a walk-on
from American River College in
Sacramento, Calif., made secondteam honors in his only season
starting for the Broncos.
The decision for first-team
quarterback looks as if it came
down to seniority, rather than

Rndv Ruelas, T.J Rcree,
oevrn Colledge, Korev
Hell, Gebe Frenklln, Tvler
Jane.

winning and accuracy. ·Hawail nationally."
Avalos is joined by sophomore
quarterback, and the all-time
Korey
Hall on the defensive firstleader in NCAA' passing yards,
Timmy Chang was chosen over team, stabilizing their claim as
the most dominating linebacker
BSU sophomore
quarterback
Jared Zabransky. Even with a tandem in the conference this
season. Hallled the team with four
higher passing efficiency than
Chang, along with a higher corn- sacks during the season where he
earned two WACDefensive Player
pletion average and 12 rushing
of the Week honors.
touchdowns on the seasonSenior
cornerback
Gabe
Chang received the nod over second-team member Zabransky in . Franklin also was named to the
first-team. The Hayward, Calif.
his first season starting.
Showing disappointment
for native led the WACin passes desome of his players that were left flected and intercepted three
off the team, Hawkins said "It's passes during the Broncos' n·o
regular season.
amazing. For what they've done

Senior place-kicker Tyler Jones,
aLouGrozaAwardfinalist, rounds
out the first-team members for
the Broncos. The former walkon from Borah High finished the
regular season ranked first in the
country in field goals and third in
scoring.
Sophomore punter KyleStringer
earned second-team honors while
averaging 44.7 yards per punt this
season. Stringer would have led
the WAC in punting and would
have been seventh in the nation,
but he did not have enough punts,
to qualify for either rankings.
Seven Broncos also recieved

honorable mention. Senior safety
Chris Carr earned the honor in
both defensive and special team
despite missing five games due to
injury .
The other honored Broncos were
defensive linemen Julius Roberts,
Alex Guerrero, and Andrew
Browning. All three lineman were
cornerstones to a defense that
was ranked first in the conference, giving up only 83.5 rushing
yards per game. Sophomore wide
receiver Drisan James, tight end
Andy Weldon and tailback Lee
Marks also earned honors.
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All New Moon pierclngs Include
the jewelry and aftercare package with
Instructions. We stand by our plerclnqs,
and offer free follow up service.
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Groups of three or
more will get discounts
on pierelllyS (001
including sale nems).
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We have designs for the new
tattoo. and we can create
from pictures you bring In.

New Moon Tattoo
6422 Fairview Ave. 375-1666
"Perforating the Populas of Idaho"

BY TREUoR
HORN
Sports Editor
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The Boise State men's basketball team looks
to rebound from a disastrous loss to Utah
Valley State last Saturday. The Broncos head to
Moscow to play Idaho in the second meeting
this season between the in-state rivals. Tip-off
is set for 8 p.m. local time and will be broadcasted on KBCI-TVchannel 2.
The two teams opened the season against
each other during the Boise State Invitational
as the Broncos (3-2, O-OWAClrolled up a 77-67
victory over the Vandals.
Since that game, the season has been an up
and down journey for the Broncos. They finished the tournament with a 2-1 record, followed by a home win over Portland State last .
Wednesday. But, prior to that game, backup
center Tez Banks was arrested on felony possession of a stolen credit card on 'luesday, and
following the game starting point guard Eric
Lane was stabbed outside a downtown gas station early Thursday morning.
Banks was suspended for the Portland State
game, and was not played versus Utah Valley
State. Due to the injury Lane is expected
to be out up to three weeks. Junior McNeal
Thompson replaces Lane in the starting line-"
up. Thompson played 30 minutes in the loss,
but scored just one point and missed all six
shots from the field.
The Vandals will be coming in following a
rival game with neighbor Washington State

PUOTll BY STAt/La

CobV Kerl blocks the shot or Mike Kale durlllg the Broncos

last night ..
The last time the Broncos and the Vandals
met at the Taco Bell Arena, senior Tanoris
Shepard led Idaho with 16 points. He is averaging 11.2 points per game. Dandrick Jones
leads the Vandals with 14 points and 6.8 rebounds per game.

76-66 uictorp

III

BRLiV51trrrnn:
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Nouember.

This will be the 73,,1 meeting between the
two programs, as the Broncos lead the series
40-32. The Broncos also hold a seven game
win streak, including the season sweep the
past three seasons.

Club hockey back in action this weekend
BY RMBER FUGER
Sports Writer

The Boise State club hockey
team will hit the ice this weekend
to host the MontanaState Hellcats.
The last time these two teams met
in Montana the Broncos lost the
series 5-3, 10-3.
This rivaly stretches back to last
season when the two teams first
met, resulting in a 1-1 draw. The
second game of that series resulted in a 4-1 Bronco win. The last
two meetings of the 2003·04 season were intense, a fight broke out
and the Broncos Iell l-B, 3-7.
The 2004-05 season is well
under way. The Hellcats are 72-0, with wins over Gonzaga,
Boise State, Metro State and the
University of Wyoming. The
Broncos are sitting at 4-4-0 with

per game.
wins over Walla Walla and the
"He is always moving on his
University of Idaho.
In their last meeting on Nov. 4- feet, jumping in the game and
5, the Hellcats held the Broncos making the plays happen," said
very well said head coach Brian Copeland.
As a sophomore- Misner has
Copeland. Out of their last six
put forth the effort to execute
meetings the Broncos have forced
a tie and won only once. Now plays during crucial moments of
games.
playing at the Bank of America
Right forward, Craig Bock has
Centre, the Broncos look to knock
off the Hellcats and win the series been making things happen as
well with his four goals and seven
this weekend.
assists for l l total points on the
"Montana is a strong team,"
season. Bock averages 2.75 power
Copeland said.
play goals per game and is a key
The Broncos have stellar, dediplayer in clutch situations.
cated players to counteract the
Assistant team captains T,J.
Hellcats strength. Left forward
Jake Misner, a Boise native, has Stanton and RobercGlover both
been the break out player so far average 1.5 power play goals per
game. Stanton has six total points
this season. Misner has scored
five goals and has tallied four as- with three goals and three assists.
Glover also has six total points
sists for nine total points. Misner
averages 2.25 power play goals with three goals and three assists.

Right forward, Bobby Sloper has
five total points with five goals
and zero assists. Sloper averages
1.25power play goals per game.
Goalie Jesse Walker has had 97
saves and has an 89.0 save percentage this season. Walker has
played in all four games and has
had 12 goals scored on him.
The Broncos are looking forward to a challenging weekend.
The tickets for the Boise State
versus Montana State hockey
game are $5 for adults, $3 for BSU
students, $3 for juniors (ages 415) and free for children three
and younger. The puck will be
dropped at 7 p.m. both tomorrow and Saturday in the Bank of
America Centre. On Sunday afternoon the Broncos will host
Weber State at three in the Bank
of America Centre.

Get Involvedl Applications are now available for the following.positions:
1.
ASBSUElection Chair
2.
AS65U~r Piuj:iVsal.(cmm:ttee
3.
BSUStudent Radio Advisory Committee
4.
BSUChildren's Center Advisory Committee
5.
BSUNon-discrimination & AffirmativeAction Committee
6.
BSUParking & Transportation AdvisoryCommittee
7.
BSUParking Citations Appeal Committee
8.
BSUCampus 10 Advisory Committee
9.
ASBSUFinancial Manager
10,
A5BSUFinancial Advisory Board
11.
ASBSUElection Board
12.
ASBSUBuilding & Structures Committee
For more !nformatlon,

please contad

Personnel

Recruitment

Coordinator

Joyce Ward at 426-1147 •
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Culture

BY ROGER
culture

W. VENABLE
Writer

Whatever became of the innkeeper who turned away Joseph
and Mary, and why did he do so?
Michael McLean explored
these questions with his performance "The Forgotten Carols" on
Saturday, Nov. 27 at the Taco Bell
Arena. McLean has not found
songs previously forgotten, but
has written songs about the people marginalized by traditional
Christmas carols. ~,
The carols tell of the aforementioned innkeeper, a group of
homeless men in contemporary
times, a shepard who fell asleep
arid missed the first Christmas,
an angel who could not sing but
auditioned for the choir that
would announce the birth of
Christ, and a woman who cannot have children but gets to
hold the baby Jesus when Joseph
and Mary visit the orphanage
she runs. McLean also includes
Joseph's song, in which the carpenter claims that he's not Jesus'
father, but rather Jesus is his.
The carols envision these people from a new perspective. They
do not vilify or demean any of
them. Instead, they show how
each made human choices and
human errors. The protagonists
learn to live with their conditions, and in some cases, even
use their circumstances to their
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BY OAN MCNEESE
Culture

Writer

No need to sport a flannel shirt and
move to Seattle. You can still feel the
"grunge" life style with the new Nirvana
box set. "With the Lights Out" is the latest
release of underground rarities the Puget
Sound area group recorded before and
during their rise to the top of '90s pop culturefame.
The.four-disc set, which includes a DVD
of rare and never before seen live footage,
• is a working masterpiece. "With the Lights
Out" shows Nirvana for what they were at
the time and not what they're currently
Icnownfor.
"With the Lights Out" is not a greatest
hits of album recordings. It is an epic collection of great music, show footage and
noise. Without exhibiting the songs that
got radio or MTVplay one can take a close
and appreciative ear to. the art that was
Nirvana.
Now available for the first time in a mass
media market are the tracks that were
once only available on the highly limited
·Outcesticide" series and gray market
bootlegs. Along with personal recordings

on cassette and s-tracks, radio appearances and live sets of unconventional
tunes, "With the Lights Out" has the raw
sounding Nirvana.
Included are such underground favorites as "Sappy" (originally titled "Verse
Coarse Verse") The second version of
"Ve~seCoarse Verse" which is an acoustic
cross between "Lithium" and "Rape Me:'
"Moist Vagina" and a passionate cover of
Velvet Underground's "Here She Comes
Now,"to name a few.
To tide the mediocre fan over there
are several early versions of "Smells Like
Teen Spirit" with alternate lyrics. Also is
the foreshadowing "Marigold" with Dave
Grohl on vocals.
The DVD is buill on homemovtes and
. live concert footage. Showing Nirvana's
progress throughout their career, it starts
from early practices at Krist Novoselics'
house. A somewhat comical Kurt Cobain
is seen playing with his face an inch from
the wall.
Through the Sub-Pop Records days and
documenting surprise appearances at
local Seattle clubs the DVD ends with a
chilling rendition of "Seasons in the Sun:'
with Cobain on drums and vocals. Also is
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ALTERS
Writer

Another Thanksgiving has come
and gone. Time to pack up the leftovers and kick the rotten pumpkin
off your doorstep. We're well on our
way to the biggest holiday event of
the year - finals week. Don't get too
excited, the exam elf is almost two
weeks out and that final term paper
is sure to provide you with a constant lump of joy in the mean time.
So, before the fat man hits the rooftop, it's time to hit the books.
Don't fret though. It seems a
group of scholars have gotten together and discovered a list of fullproof methods for passing all of
your classes. They're promising all
kinds of stuff too: better test scores,
higher retention rates, more develto the present. He soon discovers
oped critical analysis skills, a bet[Ruoue] PlaYing multiple roles,
that Constance has an uptight,
ter vocabulary, and a whole slew
Mlcheel Mcleen IS seen here as the
reserved demeanor caused by
Ceb nrruer. [left] Uncle John, plauad
of collegiate contrivances. Listen
by Mlcheel Mcleen, sings e song
her mother that socially paralyzto these guys and you may learn
ebout his friend the Sheperd to
es her. He tells her the stories of
something.
tcnme Lou his nurse. tcnrns Lou IS
his Christmas tree ornaments,
First, and arguably the most difplauad by Ketle Thopson.
which lead into the songs, and
ficult thing on the list is to "attend
ends up helping her more than
class." You can go as many times as
advantage.
she helps him.
you want but the experts say that
The carol sung by the group of
Mcl.ean's main goal is his mesthe more classes you attend, the
homeless men creates a bridge
sage that, while not innovative or
better chances you have of learning
between biblical times and the
profound, everyone needs to be
something. The theory goes that if
present. It serves to remind us
reminded of now and then, Uncle
you learn something, you will test
that we still have marginalized
John says he is labeled as crazy
out better during exam time. Where
groups that are typically viewed
because, in a world that doesn't
were these guys at the beginning of
as having caused and deserved
always want to hear it, he "tells
the semester?
'
their station in life. In their song,
the truth."
In this category, the experts warn
however, the men point out that
He also offers, "the problem
us that falling asleep does not actuthey are living just like Jesus did. with people who only get to live
ally constitute "attendance." This
The lesson is not didactic finger
for a few decades [as opposed to
is a weak and arguably false conpointing. It speaks not only to the centuries he claims to have
clusion because other studies have
those who forsake the forgotten,
lived] is that they cling to yestershown that some people retain
but more importantly, to those
day's truths and cannot accept
more information when they study
who are the forgotten.
tomorrow's," and "the happiest
just before bedtime.
"The Forgotten Carols" is a mupeople in the world are the ones
Here, timing is key. If you fall
sical that tells the story of a nurse
with the courage to follow their
asleep just after something impornamed Constance who "hates ba- hearts."
tant is said, you may learn somebies, psychology, and Christmas"
"The Forgotten Carols" inspire
thing thereby testing out better.
and consequently will not work hope and happiness while they
These conflicting studies only reo
in the maternity or psychology
entertain. The -stories are from
veal that more research needs to be
wards, but always volunteers to Christianity, but even if you bedone in the area of classroom catwork through Christmas.
lieve the Bible is nothing more
napping. If you do choose this proHer employers call upon her
than a piece ofliterature, the stocedure, try to gather data for this
to aid Uncle John, an elderly
ries work as stories.
important scientific analysis.
man with mental problems, on
McLean's
"The Forgotten
Next the experts say: "do you:
Christmas. She laments hav- Carols" deserves a place among
homework." When you cut througl
ing to deal with two of her three
other traditional Christmas exthe jargon and fancy scholarly talk
least favorite things, but goes to periences to be enjoyed by famithey say that reading and "thinkin]
the job nonetheless. John claims
lies annually.
about the material" are clustere:
to have lived from bibhcal times
into the homework group. Thi
implies that copying other peo
pie's work and paraphrasing fron
the Internet are not actual wor)
Anyone who has filtered througl
an endless gaggle of Google return
will tell you that it's work just find
ing a usable sentence.
The most compelling portio
of the list deals with studyiru
Studying is such an abstract tern
If you actually go to class, pay a
tention, and do your homework th
work is already done; technicall
that is studying.
Cramming is the little red devi
You're not supposed to do it but i
so easy and real studying is so han
You cram as much info as your je
ly-based brain will allow, possib
all night long and when you wa
into class you forget everythin
Including all the stuff you knew b
fore the cram session. The expel
tell us not to let ourselves fall in
this predicament.
But you've got to ask yourse
"what would jolly old Saint Ni
do?" Why he'd cram, that's wh
he'd do. He's so busy, he does'
have time to study the lay of eVE
town, city and outlying commun
inAmerica. He can't keep a runni
census on who's naughty and wh
nice and still maintain his sani
Yet little Timmy gets his gift eV
Kurt tobem
year and that's what matters.
during
You see, Santa Claus lives in 1
Nlrvane'e
MTU
real world. He's a busy man a
Unplugged
if he's got to cram more than 1
performence ..
million addresses into his head
KIlTlWffillUT
Christmas Eve then so be it. H
PllD7Dli,I1APH VIA MTV
get 'er done.
So if you haven't had exempli
attendance this semester, then
the original "In Bloom" video recorded on acts are included.
hope. If you let a few months wo
"With the Lights Out" is an intense
Sub Pop records well before the band had
of homework slip, there's still tiI
montage
well
worth
the
price.
Chalk
full
any idea they would be on MTV someday.
Condense it, paraphrase it, skin
A cynically heart warming literary piece of anti-pirating devices it's not something
but cram it in and get it down or
meant
to
be
burned
for
a
friend.
The
qual_
from SonicYouths' Thurston Moore graces
nals week. If your grades are go
ity ofthe box set makes this one ofthe best
the inside booklet along with a general
Santa might throw in an extra gi
collections in recent box set history.
history of Nirvana's more personal attriram on that new hard-drive ym
butes. Great quotes from the people-that
been wanting so bad.
were part of one of rock 'n roll's biggest
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Euerclear plays ·lhe Big Easy
WeBkda~ Jumps as low as S9'f
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sake, The crowd and the band
seemed like old friends. Front
man Art Alexakis said it was good
playing bars again, and took full
Everclear, a love child of '90s
advantage of the more intimate
grunge, played a packed house at
setting.
the Big Easy on Saturday night.
For instance, a couple of people
Michael Tolcher from Georgia
in front of the stage displeased
opened the show with his blend
Alexakis with their stoic stance
, of pop rock and funk. Tolcher's
during the evening, and in bevoice is sweet and his music is
tween songs he let them know it
lyrically interesting. It's pleasant
was bothering
him. "Why don't
stuff but there isn't anything edgy
you guys move back so that peoabout it. Next up was a band out
pie who really want to be here can
of Los Angeles called Avian. With
move to the front." He let them
a very clean sound, they are just
stay in their places only because
another bland, radio-friendly pop
they promised to get more into
, rock band. The crowd got a little
"his show." Then he addressed
bored toward the end of their set.
the issue of lighters. "Who has
Nothing special there.
the lighter? What do you think I
When the lights dimmed, sigam, James Taylor ... ? The sixties
~ naling the time for Everclear's
are over, and they sucked." Then
appearance,
the place was re-enthere was the couple dancing.
ergized. A crowd of twenty some"You're too old to be dancing like
things sang their hearts out from
that. I bet you're not even a fan.
the first song to the last. No one
You are just here to dance with
, was there just checking them out,
your boyfriend." Ouch.
after all, Everclear is twelve years
All through the set it was like
old. They have a comfortably padthis: Alexakis gets annoyed then
ded fan base.
humiliates
annoying
audience
If nothing else, watching the
members. This antic was funny to
band was great for nostalgia's
BY JRNR HOFFMRN
Culture Writer
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everyone not being singled out,
With Alexikis' bluntness
and
music from the good old '90s,
Everclear was a crowd pleaser,
and they showed it. Alexikis complimented the audience a couple
of times on their participation
through the evening. They even
gave a double encore to show their
gratitude.
On the last encore, Alexakis
invited women to come on stage
and "dance rock" while they sang
"Heartspark
Dollarsign." He told
them that they were all beautiful
and that they deserved gentlemen
who would let them know that.
The music began, and all the
ladies danced rock - except one.
"Hold on," said Alexakis after he
stopped the band. He directed his
disapproval
toward a woman in
her forties who had been dancing
with a frightening pelvic thrust.
"Don't dance like that. I told you
to dance rock. Either dance rock
or get off the stage. Can you dance
rock?" She promised she would
behave, trying to hide he! embarrassment-The
song began again,
along with the appropriate dane-

ing.
It is rather bothersome
when a
person finds his/herself
overtly
cool. Alexakis's ego issue made
for entertainment,
but he probably won't be paying for the counseling that some of his audience
members arc going to need after
encountering
his frankness.
Everclear's live sound is pretty
consistent with what you get on
CD. They gave what was expected of them and had a good time
doing it. Fans who missed out
should definitely catch them next
time they stop in Boise. If you do
come, however, remember
this:
Alexakis likes you the way he likes
you, which is just fine, because it
is his show after all.
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So, an~ a~...
Turkey days come and go, shameful
gullibility lasts and lasts
BY TRRVIS
ESTVOLO
Columnist
Thanksgiving
week is over.
We're back in school, and back to
reality. There's no more justifying eating an extra cookie or five
in the name of a holiday honoring
heavy food consumption.
(You
can still cat five cookies; you just
have to blame it on something

water around
the table. Three
of them, including mine, looked
like old collectible jelly jars, with
sheet music and lyrics painted on
them. "If you have that glass, you
have to sing what's on it. Emily
had that one last year and she had

heese===

delicious meabs, lebbuce,
\ pickles, .uomeuo and chips.

had - pleasantly
surprised
them
with my gullibility.
Later that evening, we all settled
into the living room for a game of
Guesstures, which is essentially a
fast-paced version of charades. To
add to my embarrassment
on the
night, I got stuck with the task of
silently acting out the word "mistletoe." "This shouldn't
be too
hard," I thought to myself. As it is a
timed process, I hurriedly pointed
to a spot on the ceiling, then stood
underneath
the spot, made some
googily eyes, motioned for an invisible person to come stand next
to me, then started making out
with my hand. Unforutnately, not
paying attention to the fact that
my teammates couldn't see what I
was doing with my mouth behind
my hand, it apparently appeared
that I was only making funny
faces and smearing some invisible substance all over my face. I
could tell my acting performunce
was of a very low caliber because
I received from my'team
some
of the blankest stares I have ever
seen. They quit guessing after the
first five seconds, I had them so

.>",~:!r;;':'over
30 sabisfying
'«'sandwiches and salads
-'for lunch, dinner, picnics
and parbies.

to sing it."
I scanned the table, somewhat
nervously. "Seriously? You want
me to sing?" Iasked. "Yeah," they
all chimed. Glancing next to me,
else now.)
Emily's face had begun to turn a
My Thanksgiving,
for one, was a
little red. She started laughing,
great time! Staying with my friend
and angled her body slightly away
Emily's family in the woods, halffrom me. I assumed she was emway to Idaho City, I got a true taste
barrassed
that they were bringof a good, old-fashioned
family
ing up a humiliation
from the
feasting.
previous year. I cleared my throat
Upon arriving, I immediately
a couple of times, hoping that at
realized that this family was not
any second, one of the family
quite the same as mine. When a
members would offer me reprieve,
, house guest showed up, one of the
but none came. I asked them all to
daughters spotted a mark on her
keep their eyes on their plates so
neck, and immediately
labeled it
I could get my courage up, then I
a hickey. "You whore!" she prowent for it.
claimed. pouring over my past ex"How dry I am.. How dry I
periences, I could not think of an
am.,
How dry I am ..." I belted
instance of ever having used the
out. I could only imagine that I
, word "whore" to describe a family
sounded a fair 'amount like a cat
friend; certainly not to their face,
dying. But I managed to somehow
and certainly not while my parstumped.
get through the song. When I finSo, anyway, that sums up the
ents were in the room.
ished, they c1app~d and all began
general highlights
(or lowlights)
During dinner, the same womto laugh hysterically. I must have
of this year's Thanksgiving
trip.
an looked up from her food and
been more entertaining
than the
To be honest, it was a refreshasked, "Does he know about the
previous years' performers! Then
. ing vacation.
I think I might
tradition?"
And she pointed at
they hit me with it. This was not
have helped make this family's
. the glass of water in front of me.
a tradition. Nobody sings at their
Thanksgiving
a fun, lighthearted
I was confused.
"Yeah," Mom
Thanksgiving
dinners. I was the
day. And for once, it wasn't my
. pointed out. "You have the glass."
first. And to top it off, they didn't
. own family laughing at me.
, I looked at the glasses of milk and
think I would actually do it, so I
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Donate Plasma at lIomat USA
I: .. r .. ~!iO the first week and
'
month

$150 Tpe~

Mon.-Sat: 9:00 • 5:30
4017 Overland Rd
Boise, ID 83705
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Biornat USA, Inc.
earing for people's health
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345-0990
1030 Broadway near BSU
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Free Wireless
iniernci.
322-7401
4348 Chinden
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Career Planning
Major Exploration
Job-Search Advising
Internship Information
Interview Training
Job Listings
Resume & Cover-Letter Assistance

B9!\f ,\i~Jt
"Call: (2 6) 426-1747 -or- http://care

•

•

te.edu

Rrblter classlfted elluertlsements are free to
students. Clesslfted eds me" be piece three we"s:
.
einell: clssSlfteds.erblteronhne,com
phone: 3'15-820'11<100
or stop b\lthe orrtce et 1605Unluerslt\l Drlue
, (ecross from the SUB).

THE

ARBITER

. 'SRY IT
CHECK: OUT THE'
Scholarships Hall of
Fame and free legal opinion on www.whipcash.
com
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Driver's side mirror that
fits on 1998-2001 Ford
Explorer
or Mercury
Mountaineer. Asking $55.
Call 631-2096
Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 8667476
Italian leather' couch and
loveseat for sale! Brand
new, still in plastic. Retail $2950, sacrifice $895.
Call 888-1464.
Mini fridge!freezer. Looks
and workslike new. Great
for your dorm room. $30!
OBO. Call 342-7965

Veteran
needs
help.
Any veterans on Cilpt.
3 I past or present need
info. Please contact Pam
mtidaho@hotmail.com

Queen Pillow Top mattress set. Brand new, still
in plastic. Must sell $129.
Can deliver. 866-7476
Take over remaining 31
mos. Rocky Mtn. Fitness
Family Membership (up
to 5-6 family members).
Call 631-6725 lv msg.

hours working wI ind's wI
disabilities under the age
of 22. Frr, Wage: DOE,
excellent benefits.
Please apply at:
Community Partnerships
3076 N Five Mile Rd
Boise,ID 83713
(208) 376-4999 or fax
your resume attn: Stephanie (208) 376-4988

BroncoJobs
i'
ROIS I. Sf

Jobs while you are a
PrivateUvingAreas & Bath
Shared CommonAmenities

student, Career

EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600

Opportunities, or
Internships?

Free job-referral.
service
Affordable
Furnished Housing
Off-Campus.

Click BroncoJobs
at http://
career.bolsestate.edu
Moms! You can work
from home! No selling,
No inventory, No home
parties, NO RISK. http://
time4u.internetmoms.net

Bring In ad & receive $100

'01 Olds Alero GLS red
coupe, 51k rni., leather,
cd/cassete, V6, PW, PL.
auto tran., $9800 OBO.
208-331-0808.
'89 White Corsica. Runs
great! Auto windows!
lock. CD player. Red interior. $550. Contact Tessa
at 830-6163.
'97 Green Saturn. 5
sp. Spoiler, sun-roof, cd
player, $2800 obo. Needs
to sell! Contact 9899102/989-9082,

1973 MOBILE HOME
for sal~,935 sq. ft. 3bd!
Iba $10,500 call Bryan or
Gina 345-2712

1 block to SUB-rnl for
rent WD. no smoke/pets,
full use of kitchen, all util
incI. $245 + dep. 3444430 or 867-9635
2Bdllba House for rent.
$540!mo. Next to Depot,
minutes from BSU. Call
367-1503
Be the 1st to live at Mallard Court. Studios, I, 2
bdrms, lofts, Include WD,
covered pkng, clean burning natural gas furnaces &
hot water heaters. Close to
BSU-starting at $515 Call
386-9318 or 761-9696
Charming 1 bd. Apartment. N. end by Co-Op,
downtown.
$450-475.
Contact Greg at 7130745.

1979 CHEVY LUV $800
Call672~-.;..19..:..9.;..8 _

Affordable

1998 FordCountour SE,
4dr sedan, all power, CD.
AC, 6cyl, 5spd tran. 71k
$37000bo 447-1602
sooahinc@email.com

Tl, \lN1 Vl'll SIT \'

Lookingfor

Starting at $295/mo.

Beautiful,
dark-wood
dining set with 6 chairs.
In great condition. $500
OBO. Call 342-7965

Crossword

oli lst month rent
Includes all utilities. cablel
computer lab. Open 7 days
a week

Now hiring smiling faces
at Blimpie. Fun and clean
environment, flex. schedules. Apply in person at
III Broadway Ave. or call
388-8802

336-8787
Room for rent in W Boise
$375/mo. incI. util + Dep.
Large 2 story 4BD Home
across from park in quiet
neighborhood. Cable TV!
Internet. 284-8179

~>'t EARN UP TO :

'-l

. -'

"

$2500,

",iJN '2 MONTHS .:~
We need enthusiastic
individuals with
excellent verbal skills
to work 20-40
hours per week.

Room for Rent! 2 bdl2ba.
Historic house. 8 blocks
from campus. $350/mo +
half utilities. Call Leif at
830-3847.
Spllcious 2bd dllylight
basement. Walk to class,
-park for free, free internet.
$495!mo + uti I. Ig bdrm,
living & dining room,
kitchen, WD No drinkers!
smokers. Call 336-9091.

DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING and WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE

.Paid training
• Casualenvironment
• Flexibleschedule

ACROSS
1 Finish lines
6 Promos
9 Nixon's Agnew
14 Conductor Seiji
15 Perp's captor
16 Paramour
17 Storage facility
19 Eradicate
20 BPOE member
21 Preceding
occurrences
23 Hilo handout
24 Parisian street
25 Labels
26 Christmas
employees
28 Ornamental
jar
29 Plead
32 Tonic's partner
33 Seeger and
Sampras
34 Ms. Gardner
35 Ointment
37 Fathers
38 Business degs.
39 _Grande
40 Modify
41 Protest vote
42 Actor Carney
43 Moral weakness
44 Two-way switch
47 Lug along
48 Chip off the old
block
49 Bled in the wash
50 E-mail additions
54 Pismire
55 Pleasant smell
56 Being
58 Governed
59 Well-suited
60 Fast-food
request
61 Ballplayer
Guerrero
62 _Angeles
63 Personal
histories
DOWN

1 Tub hangers
2 Showy shrub
3 Mall
surroundings
4 Meadow mom
5 Arid
6 Keenly
perceptive

2

10

3

4

14
17
20
23
26

55
58
61

All rlghta ",aerv,d.

Solutions

7 Prescribed
amount
8 Saw the show
9 Winter vehicles
10 Skin openings
11 Infamous tsar
12 Catch one's
breath
13 Cinnabar and
galena
.
18 Difficult
obli~ation
22 Palliates
27 Allen or Curry
28 Creator of
Captain Nemo
29 Some pianos
30 A Gabor
31 Argon or neon
33 In stages
35 Bikini part
36 Show on the
tube
37 Buffalo Bob or
Bubba
38 Periodical, briefly
40 Guacamole
ingredient

50 "Modern
Maturity" org.

51 Faithful
52 Spilled the
beans

53 Montreal player
57 Period of history

$475 or $595

Customer Sales/Service

FALL EXPANSION

Excellent pay!
Flexible schedules!
No Experience Necessaryl

Tl-\ANK ,(OU FOR

~
a
~
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SHOPPING AT
WALGETCO! HAVE
A NICE.DA'(\

1l

Today's BIrthday (Dec. 2).
There are a couple of old obligations to check off your lists, then
launch out into new territory. You
can get way farther than you think.

Taurus (April20.May 20)
Today is a 4 - You hate to part
with savings, that's true, but
sometimes it has to be done. If
you buy the highest quality it'll
last a lot longer. Figure it out.

,ROLL
!"IA'(BE

By Linda'C. Black
Tribune Media Services

Aries (March 21-AprIl19)
Today is a 9 - You're a lucky
buckaroo, there's no doubt about
that. Use your wit and wisdom as
well, and make amazing advances.

ITS

ACCESSOR-

TOO
LATE.

IES ARE 0
AISLE. SlX\
\1/

~

I PROBi\BL'( SHOULDN'T
SA'( THIS, BUT EVER'(ONE IN t'I'( COI"WAN'(
EXCEPT t'lE IS AN
ESCAPED fELON.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is an 8 - Take the attitude
that you know nothing, even
though that's not completely true.
This gives you more storage space
in your memory banks.
Cancer (June 22·July 22)
Today is a 7 - Collect as much
as you can while you can, this
opportunity won't last. Ask your
family to be patient, you'll have
more time for them soon.

Leo (Jnly 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 9 - A fascinating
conversation about philosophy
or religion leads to a deeper
understanding, and a closer bond.
Don't worry about finding the
right words. You two are on the
same wavelength.
Virgo (Aug. 23·Sept. 22)
Today is a 5 - You'll be making
contact during the next few days
with people you haven't heard
from in years. This is a wonderful
thing. Forgive and forget old
disputes.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is an 8 - You're a very good
team player. You're the glue that
_ helps keep them together. You're
their interpreter. They need you.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 5 - You might make
more money without doing any
more work. This involves working
smarter, not harder. Put in less
hours, not more. Blackmail,
however, is not recommended.

PAUL

\

Wl>.LL'(, DID '(OU TELL
OUR BIGGEST CUSTOt'lER
THAT EVER'(ONE HERE
EXCEPT '(OU IS AN
ESCAPED fELON?

~

l

i

I
•

NOW I CAN'T fIRE
'(OU BECAUSE THE'(
DON'T TRUST AN'(ONE
ELSE.

THE KE'(
HERE IS
ALLEGED
DOESN'T

LEARNING
THAT
CRIt'lE
'i'A'(.

~e",h.We D~eipeD To NaMe OlAf:
l<iDS lilce -tt.e ufl)i.aNs
DiP- Y'!<NOW,
Afte~ 1'I!t fiRST t\oliNG T1te.!f ~AW?

~

~o OVeR T1\eRe, i\4aT'SSiZABLe
HoSPiT~L ~iLL, JrtP 'TheRe'S t.J",~se
1\I1'ti <;1ARTLet> E)lPIlC:S~iOtl, ANo Ovett
TlIe~'.t ouR ~OuNGe~t ... tfl:!PoTHeRMic
~
SPtl~G-HoMdh9Me;-",~,!
)

S
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WORKING
AROUND THE
PROBLEt'I.

41 Continuous
44 Kids
45 Surgical
knife
46 Goes into
47 Gentler
48 Annoying fils

Newly Built
1&2 Bedrooms

EVER'( TIt'lE WE CUT
COSTS, OUR DISTRmUTOR, WALGETCO, TAKES
THE GAIN B'( DE!"IANDING
LOWER PRICES.
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Please call for
more information

BE A BARTENDER,
No experience necessary, hands on training in
• Elevators
Boise, must be 18 yrs or
• Directly ac"" ss from Iflnco
older, make $100-150 per
• 14.//our jltne"" room
shift, job placement/get
• BUJ;lItjJ Center
BIOL 205, An Intro To
• &cured Acct'>J
certified. Call 333-tips
Microbiology
Textbook
(8477)
(8th edition). Bookstore
Behavioral Therapistprice $100 used. I'll sell
Looking for energetic, acfor $55/obo. 33 I-8482
tive playful therapist, pasCherry Sleigh Bed, solid
sionate about changing the
wood. New-in-box. Value Live by yourself. Do your lives of children. Provide
$850. sacrifice $249. Call laundry for free while you direct one-on-one therapy
888-1464.
use free internet! Great to children w! disabilities
Diamond
Wedding . Ibdrm daylight basement
ages 2-10, following beapt 1 block from campus.
Ring size 5, 1 carat total
havior modifications pro$395+elec, WD, free parkgrams. BA in human serweight-3/8 center stone,
ing. No drinkers/smokers.
vices field & 1000 therapy
18 accent stones. $6000bo
Call 336-9091.
Call 794-6401
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$7 to $12 per hr

Downtown

7-l'iece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice
$450, Call 888-1464
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GATHER
DATA
BEfORE
!"lAKING A
DECISION.

·GAF\F\\\\
I'VE. BEEN
8L1Nt>ED
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Sagltturius (Nov. 2Z-Dec. 21)
Today is a 9 - You're probably
tired of sitting around doing the
same old thing. Travel may be
rather complex, but you can find
a way around the barriers. Give
it a go.
Capricorn (Dec. 22·Jan. 19)
Today is a 5 - Your lists are extensive
and could get expensive, if you
don't exercise some caution, Check
for duplications and unnecessary
obligations, and delete them.
Aquarius (Jan. 20·Feb. 18)
Today is an 8 - Misunderstandings
are rather more likely than usual
to occur. Luckily, you have a good
partner to help get your message
out. Delegate.
Pisces (Feb. 19·March 20)
Today is a 6 • Keep providing
what others request, and don't ask
for a thing in return. This may not
seem fair at the time, but what
goes around comes around.
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